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From Deerfield Beach, Florida. His seven-year-old sister died when
he was a senior in high school. Had 76 receptions for 1,054 yards and 15
touchdowns as a senior high school. A five-star recruit who chose Alabama over
Auburn, Clemson, Florida State, Miami (Fla.) and Tennessee. Played in 14 games
(14-264-2 receiving) as a true freshman in 2017. Underwent surgery for a meniscus
injury and missed part of spring practice, but played in all 15 games and put up 681,315-14 receiving in 2018. Had 77-1,163-10 receiving as a junior in 2019.
BACKGROUND:

Nice height. Quick and explosive with long-striding, home run deep
speed. Creates separation at the line of scrimmage with his quickness and
elusiveness. Has elite skills and can run a complete route tree. Consistent big-play
threat who frequently gets behind defenders downfield. Extremely fluid and
naturally athletic. Good hands and catches the ball very smoothly. Exceptional
balance and body control. Tracks the ball and adjusts to the ball extremely well.
Extremely dangerous runner after the catch and in the open field. Induces poor
pursuit angles because of the length of his strides. Innate vision and open-field
instincts. Very shifty and elusive. Superb change of direction. Can stop, start and
make defenders miss in space. Able to turn a short flip into a long gain at any time.
Excellent field instincts and awareness. Knows when to surrender on a play and
preserve taking unnecessary punishment. Shows willingness and effort blocking
downfield.
POSITIVES:

Skinny, lanky frame and looks like he would have durability concerns.
Is not that strong, physical or much of a tackle-breaker. Has physicality limitations.
Timid at times over the middle. Occasionally nonchalant and just cradles the ball.
Had some drops as a junior.
NEGATIVES:

Extremely fluid, elite athlete with natural pass-catching skills and bigplay speed. Has the tools to become an immediate impact performer in the NFL.
Sure first-round pick.
SUMMARY:

